
Grade 10
LanguageStructures

 
1- Present Simple
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) My classmatess always (speak) in English . 
……………………….
   b) It's a good way to improve your language .
2- a) Ali usually (comb) his hair in the morning . 
……………………….
   b) He's a tidy boy .
3- a) Huda often (come) late to school . 
……………………….
   b) She shouldcome early .
4- a) We sometimes (buy) our things from this shop . 
………………………..
   b) But it's very expensive .
2- Past Simple
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) My father (buy) a new car last week
………………………. 
   b) Congratulations .
2- a) The old Kuwaitis (build) the wall of Kuwait . 
……………………
    b) That was to defend Kuwait against enemies .
3- a) He (not read ) any book yesterday . 
…………………….
   b) May be he was too busy .
4- a) Where is your brother ? 
……………………
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……………………
   b) He (leave) for Dubai a month ago .
3- FutureSimple
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) Ahmed (finish) his higher studies in 2012
. ………………….
   b) He is a hardworking man .
2- a) There are black clouds in the sky . 
…………….……
   b) I think it (rain) soon .
3- a) We (have) an English test next Saturday
. ………………….
   b) Are you ready for it ?
4- a) Can I meet Mr. Mohammed , please
? ………………….
   b) Please wait for him . He  (come) back in two
minutes .
4- Present Continuous
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a)  I (read) an interesting story at the moment
. …………………….
   b) Can you lend it to me after you finish it ?
2- a) We (answer) some questions now . ..
………………….
   b) Do you need any help ?
3- a)  Look! Some girls (pick) flowers . 
…….…………….
   b) It is not allowed .
4- a) Where is Ali ? …….
…………….
   b) He (sleep) in his room upstairs .
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   b) Was he hurt ?
2- a) why are your clothes wet ? ....
………………….
   b) It started  raining as we (come) to school .
3- a) I (watch) TV when I heard a loud cry . 
…………………….
   b) What did you do then ?
4- a) The teacher came in while I (clean) the board
. …………………….
   b) Did she thank you ?
6-Present Perfect
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) Ahmed just (finish) his homework . 
………………………….
   b) He is a hardworking boy .
2- a) When did you last see Hamad ? 
………………………….
   b) I (not see) him since last December .
3- a) Fatma (already write) her composition
. ………………………….
   b) Let me read it .
4- a) Hamad never (be) to school . 
………………………….
   b) But he can read and write .
7-Past Perfect
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a)  Laila (have) breakfast before she went to school . 
…………………….
   b) It's good for the brain .
2- a) Where is your brother ? 
…………………….
   b) He went out after he (do) his homework . 
3- a) Why didn't you buy sandwiches ? 
…………………….
   b) By the time I got to the restaurant , it (close) down .
4- a) This boy is really genuis . …..
……………….

   b) Was he hurt ?
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……………….
   b) Yes , by the time he was 6 , he (get) a university
degree .
Gerund :
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) Would you mind (open) the door for me ? 
……..…....................
   b) Of course not .
2- a) What did you do last night ? …….
…....................
   b) I went out after (do) my homework .
3- a) (Read) is my favourite hobby ..…..
…....................
   b) It's a very useful one .
4- a) How about (play) chess ? ..…..
…....................
   b) No , I don't like it .
 
Reported Speech : (Statement)
1- "I want  to buy a new car. I will also move to a new
flat." 
     Mr. Rashid said .................
……………………….......................................
2- "We had a party last night." 
     My neighbour told us ...................
………………........................................
3- "You must put out your cigarette." 
     The cinema manager told me .....
……………….............................................
4- "I will go camping next Monday?" 
   Ahmed said  ……………………………………….
…………………………..
Reported Speech : (Suggestion)
1- "Let's go for a walk" . 
   Salma suggested
…………………………………………………….
2- "How about watching TV tonight?" 
   Khalid suggested
…………………………………………………….

……………….
   b) Yes , by the time he was 6 , he (get) a university
degree .
Gerund :
Correct the verbs between brackets :
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……..…....................
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…………………………………………………….
3- "Why don't we buy a new car ?" 
   My mother suggested
………………………………………………
Conditional Sentence (Type 1)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) What are your plans for the weekend ?     ............
…....................
   b) If it is fine , we (go) on a picnic.
2- a) If Ahmed plays with us , we (win) the match. ......
…..........................
   b) But I think he is injured .
3- a) If you  do not come  at 7 , I (leave) . 
……….........................
   b) Don't worry . I'll be on time .
4- a) Believe me sir . It was Ali who did it not me . 
….................................
   b) If Ali is a liar , he  (be) punished . 
Conditional Sentence  (Type 2)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) What do you think I shoud do ?   
 .................................
   b) If she were my sister , I (help) her.
2- a) Khalil (come) if we invited him . .
……………………
   b) But I know you won't do .
3- a) If he didn't come on time , I (leave) him.      
………........................
   b) I'm sure he will be here before time .
4- a) I ( be ) angry with Nadir if he didn’t lend me the money. 
………........................
   b) Don't worry . He won't let you down .
 
Conditional Sentence (Type 3)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) Why are you late to work ? ………..
….....................
   b) If I had caught the bus , I (not be) late to work.
2- a) Ahmed (come) on time if he had been able to . 
…………………………

…………………………………………………….
3- "Why don't we buy a new car ?" 
   My mother suggested
………………………………………………
Conditional Sentence (Type 1)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) What are your plans for the weekend ?     ............
…....................
   b) If it is fine , we (go) on a picnic.
2- a) If Ahmed plays with us , we (win) the match. ......
…..........................
   b) But I think he is injured .
3- a) If you  do not come  at 7 , I (leave) . 
……….........................
   b) Don't worry . I'll be on time .
4- a) Believe me sir . It was Ali who did it not me . 
….................................
   b) If Ali is a liar , he  (be) punished . 
Conditional Sentence  (Type 2)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) What do you think I shoud do ?   
 .................................
   b) If she were my sister , I (help) her.
2- a) Khalil (come) if we invited him . .
……………………
   b) But I know you won't do .
3- a) If he didn't come on time , I (leave) him.      
………........................
   b) I'm sure he will be here before time .
4- a) I ( be ) angry with Nadir if he didn’t lend me the money. 
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…………………………………………………….
3- "Why don't we buy a new car ?" 
   My mother suggested
………………………………………………
Conditional Sentence (Type 1)
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1- a) What are your plans for the weekend ?     ............
…....................
   b) If it is fine , we (go) on a picnic.
2- a) If Ahmed plays with us , we (win) the match. ......
…..........................
   b) But I think he is injured .
3- a) If you  do not come  at 7 , I (leave) . 
……….........................
   b) Don't worry . I'll be on time .
4- a) Believe me sir . It was Ali who did it not me . 
….................................
   b) If Ali is a liar , he  (be) punished . 
Conditional Sentence  (Type 2)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) What do you think I shoud do ?   
 .................................
   b) If she were my sister , I (help) her.
2- a) Khalil (come) if we invited him . .
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   b) But I know you won't do .
3- a) If he didn't come on time , I (leave) him.      
………........................
   b) I'm sure he will be here before time .
4- a) I ( be ) angry with Nadir if he didn’t lend me the money. 
………........................
   b) Don't worry . He won't let you down .
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Correct the verbs between brackets :
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   b) If I had caught the bus , I (not be) late to work.
2- a) Ahmed (come) on time if he had been able to . 
…………………………

…………………………………………………….
3- "Why don't we buy a new car ?" 
   My mother suggested
………………………………………………
Conditional Sentence (Type 1)
Correct the verbs between brackets :
1- a) What are your plans for the weekend ?     ............
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…………………………
   b) You are right .
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4- a) I sold my car to pay back the bank loan . ………..
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   b) If you ( ask ) me , I’d have given you the loan .
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3-  Doctors give medicine to cure sick people.
4- Workers clean ourclass every morning .
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2- Fatma bought a new watch yesterday .
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4- The driver killed three people in the accident .
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2- They will teach the young girl how to cook .
3- We must follow all the rules .
4- The mechanic will repair my car tomorrow .
Prepositions :
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1- A: Nowadays, natural medicine is used side ---------
side with chemical medicine.
   B: You’re absolutely right.

a. with b. by c. to d.
at 

2- A: Everyone should participate …………………..
saving water and electricity .
   B: It's our duty .

a. for b. off c. by d.
in
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3- A: Why are you keen on using the internet ?
   B: To keep up …………….. the latest news .

a. with b. at c. for d. to
4- A: Who is to blame for this accident ?
   B: According ………………….. the traffic laws , it's
your fault .

a. for b. to c. by d.
in
 
Adjectives ending with     –ed    or    -ing
From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :
1- a) Salem was so ……..that he fell asleep immediately
.
     b) It is the hard work .

a) tired          
b)tiring c)tires d) tire
2- a) Why did you turn the TV off ?
   b) The film is so ………………..

a) bored b) bores c) bore       
    d) boring
3- a) What are you reading ?
   b) A very ……………………… novel .

a) interesting b) interested           c)
interests d) interest
because / although
From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :
2- A: My father went to work ------------- he was sick. 
   B: He should have taken  rest.

a. although b. in spite of c.
despite d. because
2- A: Where is Ali? 
   B: He couldn’t come ------- his father is ill.

a. because b. because of c.
so d. although

3- A: Let's go shopping .
   B: I can't ……………….. I have an exam tomorrow .

a. although b. so d. because d.
but
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few , a few , little , a little 
From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :
1- a) There is ……………… oil in the glass .
   b) We'll have to buy some more soon .

a) many b) few c) a few d)
little
2- a) I bought ……………. books from  the book fair .
   b) I heard it was every expensive .

a) little b) few c) much d)
little
3- a) My friends gave me ……………… presents on my
birthday .
   b) They are really good friends .

a) a few b) little c) a
little d) many
4- a) How do you like your coffee ?
    b) I like my coffee with ……………. sugar .

a) a few b) a little c)
few d) many
5- a) Fortunately……people were injured in the accident
.  
    b)  They were very lucky .

a) a few        b) little          c)few         
d) a little

 
Passive Voice : (Present Continuous)
Change the following into passive :
1- They are building a new hospital in our area at present

.
2. The secretary is typing the letters now.
3. The students are writing the lesson at the moment .
4. The doctor is examining the patients at this moment .
Passive Voice : (Present Perfect)
Change the following into passive :
1. Ali  has seen a strange object in A1-Ahmadi.
   A strange object …………………………………….

……………………………...
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……………………………...
2- I have done my homework . 
3- The government has built many schools in recent

years .
4- They have restored the National Museum lately .
Inversion :
Complete the following :
1- He had no sooner repaired the first engine than the
second one stopped working .
    No sooner
……………………………………………………………
……………
2-Doctors hardly find a cure for a fatal disease when
another disease is discovered
   Hardly
……………………………………………………………
…………………
3- Fatma not only studies to be a doctor , but  also works
in an office .
   Not only
……………………………………………………………
……………….
4- Ahmed has never been allowed to drive his father’s
car .
   Never
……………………………………………………………
…………………..
Reported Speech : (Question)
1- "Why are you smiling?" 
    Dad asked me
......................................................................
2- "Can I visit you tonight?" 
     Salim asked me
 ......................................................................
3- "Did you find your wallet ?" 
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4- "Where does your father work?" 
     She asked me
……………………………………………………………
………..
Unless :
Use “  Unless ”
1- If  you hadn’t smoked , you wouldn’t have paid a fine.
           
 Unless……………............................................................
............................................
2- If you don’t come by 7 o’clock , I’ll leave you.            
             Unless...........
…………………................................................................
.....................
3- If she didn’t give me the money , I’d beat her.              
       
   ....
…………………................................................................
...................................
4- If he doesn’t play , we will win the match.
   ..................
……………………............................................................
.......................
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1- There are five books on the table . 
2- Mohammed comes home at 3 o’clock .            
3- Khalid stayed in a hotel for three days . 
4- We bought this computer a month ago . 
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   b) I miss her so much .
a) arrives b) arriving  c) arrived d)

will arrive
3- a) You should …………………. here .
   b) Oh , I'm sorry .

a) don't smoke b) not smokes c) no
smoking d) not smoke
Conjunctions (in order to , so as to , so that & for)
From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :
A) I go to school ……….. learn .
    B) Then you must study .

b) so that b) for c) because     
 d) to

A) Why does a diver need flippers ?
B) A diver needs flippers …………… he can

swim faster .
    b) so that b) for c) because  
      d) so as to

A) He runs fast ………… catch the train .
    B) I hope he will .

b) so that b) for c) because     
 d) so as to

A) We need a lot of money …………… buying  a new
house .
    B) Why don't you borrow from the bank ?

b) so that b) for c) because d)
to

Conjunctions (in order to , so as to , so that)
Do as shown in brackets :
1- Hassan goes to school to learn.                                      
          (Use: so that)
 
 ...........................................................................................
............................
2- My mother used gloves  to clean the floor .                 
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 ...........................................................................................
.............................
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.............................
3- Salma reads a lot so that she can get a lot of
information .  (in order to)
 
 …………………………………………………………
………………………
4- Ahmed hurried up so that he could catch the train . (so
as to)
 
 …………………………………………………………
………………………
Conjunctions (so.. that , too…to)
Do as shown in brackets :
1- The question was very difficult. She didn’t understand
it.               (so .. that)
 
 ...........................................................................................
............................
2- He is very angry. You can’t speak to him .                    
         (too .. to)
 
 ...........................................................................................
............................
3- The mist was very thick. He couldn’t  drive his car.    
     (so .. that)
 
 ...........................................................................................
............................
4- The restaurant was so dirty .We couldn’t eat our meal.
              (so .. that)
 
 ...........................................................................................
...........................
Linking words (after , before , while , as soon as)
From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :
1- a) When did your father come back ?
   b) He arrived …………………. we were having dinner
.

.............................
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.
a) after b) before c) as soon

as d) while
2- a) When are we going  shopping ?
   b) ……………………….. you finish your homework ,
we'll leave .

a) Because b) Before c) As soon
as d) While
3- a) I watched TV ………………….. I had finished all
my homework .
   b) Good boy !

a) after b) before c) as soon
as d) while
4- a) Why didn't you have your lunch ?
   b) I had a bar of chocolate ……………….. leaving my
office .

a) after b) before c) as soon
as d) while
Relative Pronouns :
From a , b , c and d choose the correct answer :
1- a) That is the house ............ Hassan lives .
   b) It's very nice .
   a) who b) when c) where d)
whose
 
2- a) I talked to Fawaz ............. father is a famous doctor.
   b) How did you find him ?
   a) whom b) who c) whose d)
which
3- a) This is the woman ............... helped me cross the
road .
   b) She looks very kind .
   a) whom b) who c) whose d)
which
 
4- a) I met the girl  ............. you asked me about her .
   b) What did you tell her?
   a) whom b) who c) whose d)
which

.
a) after b) before c) as soon

as d) while
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Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d
1-A- You’d rather stay here , ………………………… ?
    B-Yes, of course . 

a-won’t you  b-would you          c-wouldn’t
you      d-hadn’t you
2-A- Our friend was driving too fast,……….he had a

terrible accident.
     B- Poor dear ! 

a-because          b-although   c-therefore    
       d-even
3-A- Do you know Louis Pasteur ?                                    
  
    B-Yes, he’s the scientist………………discovered
pasteurisation. 

a-who            b-which                c-whose  d-
whom 
4-A- Our education system is rather old . 
   B- We must develop it to keep up………….the latest
developments.
   a-by                     b-at                            c-with        
          d-from 
5-A- Hamad speaks English fluently .                              
     
 B- No wonder , he has lived in London  ……….. he was
a little baby .

a-since                b-for                   c-just              
 d-already 

Correct the verbs between brackets :     
      

  ? A- What kept you so long-1
   B- While I was driving home , the police ( stop ) me
.   
2-A- Where do you spend the weekend ?  
               
   B- My father usually ( take ) us to the desert . 
3-A- Where’s your friend Ahmad ?  
………………………….                                

Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d
1-A- You’d rather stay here , ………………………… ?
    B-Yes, of course . 

a-won’t you  b-would you          c-wouldn’t
you      d-hadn’t you
2-A- Our friend was driving too fast,……….he had a

terrible accident.
     B- Poor dear ! 

a-because          b-although   c-therefore    
       d-even
3-A- Do you know Louis Pasteur ?                                    
  
    B-Yes, he’s the scientist………………discovered
pasteurisation. 

a-who            b-which                c-whose  d-
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   B- We must develop it to keep up………….the latest
developments.
   a-by                     b-at                            c-with        
          d-from 
5-A- Hamad speaks English fluently .                              
     
 B- No wonder , he has lived in London  ……….. he was
a little baby .

a-since                b-for                   c-just              
 d-already 
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   B- While I was driving home , the police ( stop ) me
.   
2-A- Where do you spend the weekend ?  
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          d-from 
5-A- Hamad speaks English fluently .                              
     
 B- No wonder , he has lived in London  ……….. he was
a little baby .

a-since                b-for                   c-just              
 d-already 

Correct the verbs between brackets :     
      

  ? A- What kept you so long-1
   B- While I was driving home , the police ( stop ) me
.   
2-A- Where do you spend the weekend ?  
               
   B- My father usually ( take ) us to the desert . 
3-A- Where’s your friend Ahmad ?  
………………………….                                

Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d
1-A- You’d rather stay here , ………………………… ?
    B-Yes, of course . 

a-won’t you  b-would you          c-wouldn’t
you      d-hadn’t you
2-A- Our friend was driving too fast,……….he had a

terrible accident.
     B- Poor dear ! 

a-because          b-although   c-therefore    
       d-even
3-A- Do you know Louis Pasteur ?                                    
  
    B-Yes, he’s the scientist………………discovered
pasteurisation. 

a-who            b-which                c-whose  d-
whom 
4-A- Our education system is rather old . 
   B- We must develop it to keep up………….the latest
developments.
   a-by                     b-at                            c-with        
          d-from 
5-A- Hamad speaks English fluently .                              
     
 B- No wonder , he has lived in London  ……….. he was
a little baby .

a-since                b-for                   c-just              
 d-already 

Correct the verbs between brackets :     
      

  ? A- What kept you so long-1
   B- While I was driving home , the police ( stop ) me
.   
2-A- Where do you spend the weekend ?  
               
   B- My father usually ( take ) us to the desert . 
3-A- Where’s your friend Ahmad ?  
………………………….                                
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………………………….                                
   B- I know that he ( read ) a book in the school library
at the moment.
4-A- Did the police arrest the thief ? 
…………………………
    B- No, he ( escape ) before the police arrived .       
5-A- Have you ever attended football matches at the
stadium ?
   B- No, I  enjoy ( watch ) them on TV. 
…………………………                          
Do as shown between brackets :
1- There are some common mistakes in that book .

(Change into negative )
   ……….
……………………………………………………………
.………………
2- If you learn foreign languages,
…………………………………….. (Complete
3- Scientists invented many important devices  for
humanity.       (Ask a question)
      ……………………………………………..
……………………… ?
4- “ I’m waiting for a VIP now . ”                                    
       ( Report the sentence )
      My father said
……………………………………………………………
…….
4- Saad and his friend are cleaning the tent .                    
  (Change into  passive )
     …………..
……………………………………………………………
…………
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A: I couldn’t sleep well ………….I  drank  a  lot  of
 black  coffee last night .
      B: That’s  not  good  for  your  health.  
    a- although               b- because        c- but            
 d- so       1.________                              
2 – A: ……………have you been living in this area?
       B: For ten years.

2.________

………………………….                                
   B- I know that he ( read ) a book in the school library
at the moment.
4-A- Did the police arrest the thief ? 
…………………………
    B- No, he ( escape ) before the police arrived .       
5-A- Have you ever attended football matches at the
stadium ?
   B- No, I  enjoy ( watch ) them on TV. 
…………………………                          
Do as shown between brackets :
1- There are some common mistakes in that book .

(Change into negative )
   ……….
……………………………………………………………
.………………
2- If you learn foreign languages,
…………………………………….. (Complete
3- Scientists invented many important devices  for
humanity.       (Ask a question)
      ……………………………………………..
……………………… ?
4- “ I’m waiting for a VIP now . ”                                    
       ( Report the sentence )
      My father said
……………………………………………………………
…….
4- Saad and his friend are cleaning the tent .                    
  (Change into  passive )
     …………..
……………………………………………………………
…………
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A: I couldn’t sleep well ………….I  drank  a  lot  of
 black  coffee last night .
      B: That’s  not  good  for  your  health.  
    a- although               b- because        c- but            
 d- so       1.________                              
2 – A: ……………have you been living in this area?
       B: For ten years.

2.________

………………………….                                
   B- I know that he ( read ) a book in the school library
at the moment.
4-A- Did the police arrest the thief ? 
…………………………
    B- No, he ( escape ) before the police arrived .       
5-A- Have you ever attended football matches at the
stadium ?
   B- No, I  enjoy ( watch ) them on TV. 
…………………………                          
Do as shown between brackets :
1- There are some common mistakes in that book .

(Change into negative )
   ……….
……………………………………………………………
.………………
2- If you learn foreign languages,
…………………………………….. (Complete
3- Scientists invented many important devices  for
humanity.       (Ask a question)
      ……………………………………………..
……………………… ?
4- “ I’m waiting for a VIP now . ”                                    
       ( Report the sentence )
      My father said
……………………………………………………………
…….
4- Saad and his friend are cleaning the tent .                    
  (Change into  passive )
     …………..
……………………………………………………………
…………
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A: I couldn’t sleep well ………….I  drank  a  lot  of
 black  coffee last night .
      B: That’s  not  good  for  your  health.  
    a- although               b- because        c- but            
 d- so       1.________                              
2 – A: ……………have you been living in this area?
       B: For ten years.

2.________

………………………….                                
   B- I know that he ( read ) a book in the school library
at the moment.
4-A- Did the police arrest the thief ? 
…………………………
    B- No, he ( escape ) before the police arrived .       
5-A- Have you ever attended football matches at the
stadium ?
   B- No, I  enjoy ( watch ) them on TV. 
…………………………                          
Do as shown between brackets :
1- There are some common mistakes in that book .

(Change into negative )
   ……….
……………………………………………………………
.………………
2- If you learn foreign languages,
…………………………………….. (Complete
3- Scientists invented many important devices  for
humanity.       (Ask a question)
      ……………………………………………..
……………………… ?
4- “ I’m waiting for a VIP now . ”                                    
       ( Report the sentence )
      My father said
……………………………………………………………
…….
4- Saad and his friend are cleaning the tent .                    
  (Change into  passive )
     …………..
……………………………………………………………
…………
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A: I couldn’t sleep well ………….I  drank  a  lot  of
 black  coffee last night .
      B: That’s  not  good  for  your  health.  
    a- although               b- because        c- but            
 d- so       1.________                              
2 – A: ……………have you been living in this area?
       B: For ten years.

2.________

………………………….                                
   B- I know that he ( read ) a book in the school library
at the moment.
4-A- Did the police arrest the thief ? 
…………………………
    B- No, he ( escape ) before the police arrived .       
5-A- Have you ever attended football matches at the
stadium ?
   B- No, I  enjoy ( watch ) them on TV. 
…………………………                          
Do as shown between brackets :
1- There are some common mistakes in that book .

(Change into negative )
   ……….
……………………………………………………………
.………………
2- If you learn foreign languages,
…………………………………….. (Complete
3- Scientists invented many important devices  for
humanity.       (Ask a question)
      ……………………………………………..
……………………… ?
4- “ I’m waiting for a VIP now . ”                                    
       ( Report the sentence )
      My father said
……………………………………………………………
…….
4- Saad and his friend are cleaning the tent .                    
  (Change into  passive )
     …………..
……………………………………………………………
…………
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A: I couldn’t sleep well ………….I  drank  a  lot  of
 black  coffee last night .
      B: That’s  not  good  for  your  health.  
    a- although               b- because        c- but            
 d- so       1.________                              
2 – A: ……………have you been living in this area?
       B: For ten years.

2.________

………………………….                                
   B- I know that he ( read ) a book in the school library
at the moment.
4-A- Did the police arrest the thief ? 
…………………………
    B- No, he ( escape ) before the police arrived .       
5-A- Have you ever attended football matches at the
stadium ?
   B- No, I  enjoy ( watch ) them on TV. 
…………………………                          
Do as shown between brackets :
1- There are some common mistakes in that book .

(Change into negative )
   ……….
……………………………………………………………
.………………
2- If you learn foreign languages,
…………………………………….. (Complete
3- Scientists invented many important devices  for
humanity.       (Ask a question)
      ……………………………………………..
……………………… ?
4- “ I’m waiting for a VIP now . ”                                    
       ( Report the sentence )
      My father said
……………………………………………………………
…….
4- Saad and his friend are cleaning the tent .                    
  (Change into  passive )
     …………..
……………………………………………………………
…………
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- A: I couldn’t sleep well ………….I  drank  a  lot  of
 black  coffee last night .
      B: That’s  not  good  for  your  health.  
    a- although               b- because        c- but            
 d- so       1.________                              
2 – A: ……………have you been living in this area?
       B: For ten years.

2.________
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2.________
    a-How often              b-How much   c- How many    
     d-How long                                                                  
                                       
 
3- A: Did you have a nice time at the cinema yesterday?
     B: Of course. It was …………….film I’ve ever seen.

1._______                            
    a- most interesting   b- interesting  c-more
interesting  d-the most interesting  
                                                                                           
         
4- A: We’ll  be  leaving ……….the 10th of February.
      B: Have a nice holiday.
     a- at                          b- to                 c- on                    
   d- in       4._______                                                        
                                     
 
Correct the verbs between brackets:                                
5-A: I  need  more time  to  pack  all  my suitcases.
    B: Hurry  up!  Everyone ( complain ) for this delay.
 5._____________________
6- A: When did  you  get  this letter ?
      B: I ( receive ) it two days ago.                                
6._____________________
                                 
7- A: He agreed to enter the competition after I  (
persuade  ) him.
      B: Really? Did he change his mind ?                      
 7._____________________
8- A: Are  you still looking  for  a  job?
      B: Yes, and I  ( just apply ) for one.                         8.
____________________
Do as shown between brackets:                                        
 
9- Scientists make efforts for our own benefit.
 
 _____________________________________________

2.________
    a-How often              b-How much   c- How many    
     d-How long                                                                  
                                       
 
3- A: Did you have a nice time at the cinema yesterday?
     B: Of course. It was …………….film I’ve ever seen.

1._______                            
    a- most interesting   b- interesting  c-more
interesting  d-the most interesting  
                                                                                           
         
4- A: We’ll  be  leaving ……….the 10th of February.
      B: Have a nice holiday.
     a- at                          b- to                 c- on                    
   d- in       4._______                                                        
                                     
 
Correct the verbs between brackets:                                
5-A: I  need  more time  to  pack  all  my suitcases.
    B: Hurry  up!  Everyone ( complain ) for this delay.
 5._____________________
6- A: When did  you  get  this letter ?
      B: I ( receive ) it two days ago.                                
6._____________________
                                 
7- A: He agreed to enter the competition after I  (
persuade  ) him.
      B: Really? Did he change his mind ?                      
 7._____________________
8- A: Are  you still looking  for  a  job?
      B: Yes, and I  ( just apply ) for one.                         8.
____________________
Do as shown between brackets:                                        
 
9- Scientists make efforts for our own benefit.
 
 _____________________________________________

2.________
    a-How often              b-How much   c- How many    
     d-How long                                                                  
                                       
 
3- A: Did you have a nice time at the cinema yesterday?
     B: Of course. It was …………….film I’ve ever seen.

1._______                            
    a- most interesting   b- interesting  c-more
interesting  d-the most interesting  
                                                                                           
         
4- A: We’ll  be  leaving ……….the 10th of February.
      B: Have a nice holiday.
     a- at                          b- to                 c- on                    
   d- in       4._______                                                        
                                     
 
Correct the verbs between brackets:                                
5-A: I  need  more time  to  pack  all  my suitcases.
    B: Hurry  up!  Everyone ( complain ) for this delay.
 5._____________________
6- A: When did  you  get  this letter ?
      B: I ( receive ) it two days ago.                                
6._____________________
                                 
7- A: He agreed to enter the competition after I  (
persuade  ) him.
      B: Really? Did he change his mind ?                      
 7._____________________
8- A: Are  you still looking  for  a  job?
      B: Yes, and I  ( just apply ) for one.                         8.
____________________
Do as shown between brackets:                                        
 
9- Scientists make efforts for our own benefit.
 
 _____________________________________________

2.________
    a-How often              b-How much   c- How many    
     d-How long                                                                  
                                       
 
3- A: Did you have a nice time at the cinema yesterday?
     B: Of course. It was …………….film I’ve ever seen.

1._______                            
    a- most interesting   b- interesting  c-more
interesting  d-the most interesting  
                                                                                           
         
4- A: We’ll  be  leaving ……….the 10th of February.
      B: Have a nice holiday.
     a- at                          b- to                 c- on                    
   d- in       4._______                                                        
                                     
 
Correct the verbs between brackets:                                
5-A: I  need  more time  to  pack  all  my suitcases.
    B: Hurry  up!  Everyone ( complain ) for this delay.
 5._____________________
6- A: When did  you  get  this letter ?
      B: I ( receive ) it two days ago.                                
6._____________________
                                 
7- A: He agreed to enter the competition after I  (
persuade  ) him.
      B: Really? Did he change his mind ?                      
 7._____________________
8- A: Are  you still looking  for  a  job?
      B: Yes, and I  ( just apply ) for one.                         8.
____________________
Do as shown between brackets:                                        
 
9- Scientists make efforts for our own benefit.
 
 _____________________________________________
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 _____________________________________________
______( Change Focus  )
10- They  are  good  swimmers ,
____________________? ( Add  a tag  question  )
                                                                                           
         
11- “ I will not come to the meeting tomorrow ” .            
   (  Report the  sentence )
     Mr.Ahmed told me that
______________________________________________
12-  He found more information in the brochure.              
  (  Change into negative )

 
Choose the right word from a, b, c and d:
1- A :This is the restaurant  ……………. I had my dinner
last night.
     B : How was the food like?  
 1- ----------

a- when             b- what              c- where        
     d- who
2- A : It’s a very delicious cake, isn’t it?                            
               

B :  Yes,it is. My mother made it …………….   
         2- ------------
  a- herself         b-himself          c- itself                   d-
yourself

3- A:What a  nice car! It looks very  beautiful from
 inside. 

B: Why not? It’s …………………………….one I’ve
ever seen. 3- ----------
  a-most expensive    b- expensive      c- more
expensive  d- the most expensive

                                     
4- A : Did you see
Omar? 
     B : No, I havent seen him………….last
week. 4- ----------

 _____________________________________________
______( Change Focus  )
10- They  are  good  swimmers ,
____________________? ( Add  a tag  question  )
                                                                                           
         
11- “ I will not come to the meeting tomorrow ” .            
   (  Report the  sentence )
     Mr.Ahmed told me that
______________________________________________
12-  He found more information in the brochure.              
  (  Change into negative )

 
Choose the right word from a, b, c and d:
1- A :This is the restaurant  ……………. I had my dinner
last night.
     B : How was the food like?  
 1- ----------

a- when             b- what              c- where        
     d- who
2- A : It’s a very delicious cake, isn’t it?                            
               

B :  Yes,it is. My mother made it …………….   
         2- ------------
  a- herself         b-himself          c- itself                   d-
yourself

3- A:What a  nice car! It looks very  beautiful from
 inside. 

B: Why not? It’s …………………………….one I’ve
ever seen. 3- ----------
  a-most expensive    b- expensive      c- more
expensive  d- the most expensive

                                     
4- A : Did you see
Omar? 
     B : No, I havent seen him………….last
week. 4- ----------

 _____________________________________________
______( Change Focus  )
10- They  are  good  swimmers ,
____________________? ( Add  a tag  question  )
                                                                                           
         
11- “ I will not come to the meeting tomorrow ” .            
   (  Report the  sentence )
     Mr.Ahmed told me that
______________________________________________
12-  He found more information in the brochure.              
  (  Change into negative )

 
Choose the right word from a, b, c and d:
1- A :This is the restaurant  ……………. I had my dinner
last night.
     B : How was the food like?  
 1- ----------

a- when             b- what              c- where        
     d- who
2- A : It’s a very delicious cake, isn’t it?                            
               

B :  Yes,it is. My mother made it …………….   
         2- ------------
  a- herself         b-himself          c- itself                   d-
yourself

3- A:What a  nice car! It looks very  beautiful from
 inside. 

B: Why not? It’s …………………………….one I’ve
ever seen. 3- ----------
  a-most expensive    b- expensive      c- more
expensive  d- the most expensive

                                     
4- A : Did you see
Omar? 
     B : No, I havent seen him………….last
week. 4- ----------

 _____________________________________________
______( Change Focus  )
10- They  are  good  swimmers ,
____________________? ( Add  a tag  question  )
                                                                                           
         
11- “ I will not come to the meeting tomorrow ” .            
   (  Report the  sentence )
     Mr.Ahmed told me that
______________________________________________
12-  He found more information in the brochure.              
  (  Change into negative )

 
Choose the right word from a, b, c and d:
1- A :This is the restaurant  ……………. I had my dinner
last night.
     B : How was the food like?  
 1- ----------

a- when             b- what              c- where        
     d- who
2- A : It’s a very delicious cake, isn’t it?                            
               

B :  Yes,it is. My mother made it …………….   
         2- ------------
  a- herself         b-himself          c- itself                   d-
yourself

3- A:What a  nice car! It looks very  beautiful from
 inside. 

B: Why not? It’s …………………………….one I’ve
ever seen. 3- ----------
  a-most expensive    b- expensive      c- more
expensive  d- the most expensive

                                     
4- A : Did you see
Omar? 
     B : No, I havent seen him………….last
week. 4- ----------

 _____________________________________________
______( Change Focus  )
10- They  are  good  swimmers ,
____________________? ( Add  a tag  question  )
                                                                                           
         
11- “ I will not come to the meeting tomorrow ” .            
   (  Report the  sentence )
     Mr.Ahmed told me that
______________________________________________
12-  He found more information in the brochure.              
  (  Change into negative )

 
Choose the right word from a, b, c and d:
1- A :This is the restaurant  ……………. I had my dinner
last night.
     B : How was the food like?  
 1- ----------

a- when             b- what              c- where        
     d- who
2- A : It’s a very delicious cake, isn’t it?                            
               

B :  Yes,it is. My mother made it …………….   
         2- ------------
  a- herself         b-himself          c- itself                   d-
yourself

3- A:What a  nice car! It looks very  beautiful from
 inside. 

B: Why not? It’s …………………………….one I’ve
ever seen. 3- ----------
  a-most expensive    b- expensive      c- more
expensive  d- the most expensive

                                     
4- A : Did you see
Omar? 
     B : No, I havent seen him………….last
week. 4- ----------

 _____________________________________________
______( Change Focus  )
10- They  are  good  swimmers ,
____________________? ( Add  a tag  question  )
                                                                                           
         
11- “ I will not come to the meeting tomorrow ” .            
   (  Report the  sentence )
     Mr.Ahmed told me that
______________________________________________
12-  He found more information in the brochure.              
  (  Change into negative )

 
Choose the right word from a, b, c and d:
1- A :This is the restaurant  ……………. I had my dinner
last night.
     B : How was the food like?  
 1- ----------

a- when             b- what              c- where        
     d- who
2- A : It’s a very delicious cake, isn’t it?                            
               

B :  Yes,it is. My mother made it …………….   
         2- ------------
  a- herself         b-himself          c- itself                   d-
yourself

3- A:What a  nice car! It looks very  beautiful from
 inside. 

B: Why not? It’s …………………………….one I’ve
ever seen. 3- ----------
  a-most expensive    b- expensive      c- more
expensive  d- the most expensive

                                     
4- A : Did you see
Omar? 
     B : No, I havent seen him………….last
week. 4- ----------
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a- ago                    b- for                 c- since                
  d- yet
Correct the verbs in brackets  :
1-A: The number of people who suffer from diabetes (
increase ) now.  
   B: They are used to eat a lot of sugar and starchy foods.
      1- -----------------------

    2-A: When did the match start , dad ?                    
                 
     B : It ( begin ) an hour ago                                            
      2- ----------------------                                             .      
                               
 
3- A: Look at this  guy. He’s making a fool of himself. 
      3- -----------------------
     B: I don’t know why he usually ( behave )  like
this. 
4- A : Will you take my car?                                              
     4- ----------------------              B : No, thanks. I ( hire )
a car soon.
Do as shown in brackets:
1-The baby is crying because he is hungry.                      
    ( Ask a question)

                                                 
2-“Don’t touch this wire.”                                                  
    ( Report the sentence )
     He warned
me………………………………………………………
………………
 
3-The government has restored some old buildings
recently. ( Change into passive )                
……………………………………………………………
……………………………
 
4-The weather looks nice today, ……………………..
……?( Add a tag question )
 

a- ago                    b- for                 c- since                
  d- yet
Correct the verbs in brackets  :
1-A: The number of people who suffer from diabetes (
increase ) now.  
   B: They are used to eat a lot of sugar and starchy foods.
      1- -----------------------

    2-A: When did the match start , dad ?                    
                 
     B : It ( begin ) an hour ago                                            
      2- ----------------------                                             .      
                               
 
3- A: Look at this  guy. He’s making a fool of himself. 
      3- -----------------------
     B: I don’t know why he usually ( behave )  like
this. 
4- A : Will you take my car?                                              
     4- ----------------------              B : No, thanks. I ( hire )
a car soon.
Do as shown in brackets:
1-The baby is crying because he is hungry.                      
    ( Ask a question)

                                                 
2-“Don’t touch this wire.”                                                  
    ( Report the sentence )
     He warned
me………………………………………………………
………………
 
3-The government has restored some old buildings
recently. ( Change into passive )                
……………………………………………………………
……………………………
 
4-The weather looks nice today, ……………………..
……?( Add a tag question )
 

a- ago                    b- for                 c- since                
  d- yet
Correct the verbs in brackets  :
1-A: The number of people who suffer from diabetes (
increase ) now.  
   B: They are used to eat a lot of sugar and starchy foods.
      1- -----------------------

    2-A: When did the match start , dad ?                    
                 
     B : It ( begin ) an hour ago                                            
      2- ----------------------                                             .      
                               
 
3- A: Look at this  guy. He’s making a fool of himself. 
      3- -----------------------
     B: I don’t know why he usually ( behave )  like
this. 
4- A : Will you take my car?                                              
     4- ----------------------              B : No, thanks. I ( hire )
a car soon.
Do as shown in brackets:
1-The baby is crying because he is hungry.                      
    ( Ask a question)

                                                 
2-“Don’t touch this wire.”                                                  
    ( Report the sentence )
     He warned
me………………………………………………………
………………
 
3-The government has restored some old buildings
recently. ( Change into passive )                
……………………………………………………………
……………………………
 
4-The weather looks nice today, ……………………..
……?( Add a tag question )
 

a- ago                    b- for                 c- since                
  d- yet
Correct the verbs in brackets  :
1-A: The number of people who suffer from diabetes (
increase ) now.  
   B: They are used to eat a lot of sugar and starchy foods.
      1- -----------------------

    2-A: When did the match start , dad ?                    
                 
     B : It ( begin ) an hour ago                                            
      2- ----------------------                                             .      
                               
 
3- A: Look at this  guy. He’s making a fool of himself. 
      3- -----------------------
     B: I don’t know why he usually ( behave )  like
this. 
4- A : Will you take my car?                                              
     4- ----------------------              B : No, thanks. I ( hire )
a car soon.
Do as shown in brackets:
1-The baby is crying because he is hungry.                      
    ( Ask a question)

                                                 
2-“Don’t touch this wire.”                                                  
    ( Report the sentence )
     He warned
me………………………………………………………
………………
 
3-The government has restored some old buildings
recently. ( Change into passive )                
……………………………………………………………
……………………………
 
4-The weather looks nice today, ……………………..
……?( Add a tag question )
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